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(< 0.01 – 0.01) Hardly noticeable – Mist
(0.02 – 0.10) Very light – Light to moderate
(0.22 – 4) Moderate rain – Very heavy/small hail
Rainrate(in/h) & Intensity
Eye Wall
On August 29, 2005 Hurricane Katrina made landfall in New Orleans, Louisiana 
as a category 3. The hurricane caused a significant amount of damage and 
flooding. Majority of the flooding was caused by levee failure and Katrina’s 
storm surge. 80% of the city and neighboring parishes were flooded, between 
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1,245-1,836 people died and $108 billion in damages, making it one of the 
five deadliest hurricanes in the history of the United States. These maps are a 
visual representation of the flooding that occurred from Katrina in New Orleans 
over a 4-day period.
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As warm moist air rises from neat the surface, it creates an 
area of low pressure air below. Air from surrounding areas with 
higher pressure pushes in to the low pressure area. New air 
rises as it becomes warm and moist. Warm air continues to 
rise and the surrounding air swirls in to take its place. Warm 
moist air continues to rise and cool off. The water in the air 
begins to form clouds and the wind begins to spin. The ocean’s 
heat and water evaporates from the surface, allowing the 
clouds and wind to grow. 
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The eye of the hurricane is formed in the center and 
begins to rotate faster. The eye is made up
of very low pressure. The air from above is of high 
pressure and flows down into the eye. The sustained 
winds that categorize a hurricane are as follows: 
Category 1 is 74-95 mph, category 2 is 96-110 mph, 
category 3 is 111-129 mph, category 4 is 130-156 mph 
and a category 5 is 157 mph and higher. 
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